Abstract -This paper deals with the problem of voltage security in microgrids. In general, voltage security is an issue for power systems, where the lack of reactive power is a concern. For microgrids a complexity is imposed, since frequency and voltage level deviations may take place by the operation of droop-controlled inverters. This paper incorporates the load margin calculation into a microgrid structure.
efficient planning strategy, which may include power forecast in order to optimize the energy storage devices [3, 4] .
Microgrids fit in smart-grids concepts. However, unlike shipboards [5] , which always work on an isolated mode, microgrids may work in an islanded manner [6, 7] or connected to a bulk system, though in an autonomous way [8] . A further characteristic lies on the fact that it may work in both ways simultaneously, i.e., though connected to a system, it is self-sufficient to provide its own load [9, 10] . The architecture of microgrids is a renewable generation-based. Because many of the microsources considered can not be directly connected to the network, inverters are necessary to provide an alternate current (AC) to the network in a uniform manner, so the voltage is locally controlled and a single frequency is guaranteed [11, 12] . This increases the complexity of the system, since new components are now necessary to be modelled and new interfaces must be understood [13, 14] . Some papers deal with the problem of enhancing a microgrid operation by analysing the system loss and reliability [15, 16] , whereas others focus on interconnecting different microgrids [17, 18] . Little attention has been addressed, however, to the problem of voltage stability in microgrids.
In general, voltage stability takes place in power systems as a function of reactive power problems following a load increase or a fault. For this sake, many researchers have focused on proposing methods that deal with load margin calculation and critical areas determination [19, 20] , since they play a crucial role on voltage stability studies. The advent of microgrids places new challenges, since electric plug-in vehicles may be incorporated into the system. In this sense, a recharging strategy to avoid under-voltage becomes mandatory [21, 22] and discussions about the policies associated with his topic are also of interest [23] . Studying voltage stability and proposing a power flow methodology for microgrids are the focus of this paper. Reference [24] has already attempted to deal with this problem by employing a multiagent system to enlarge the system load margin, whereas reference [25] proposes a continuation power flow for microgrids. However, a state-space model is employed to represent the microgrids dynamics, not focused here. In this paper, a power flow-based approach adapted for microgrids is incorporated into a continuation method. This problem is addressed in [26] , where a three-phase power flow for islanded microgrids is proposed. Reference [27] proposes a load flow for islanded microgrids with no need to specify a swing bus. The system frequency is calculated in the iterative process. Searching the optimal values of the droop coefficients is addressed in [28] , where the share of the reactive power supply is Page 2 of 28 IET Review Copy Only IET Renewable Power Generation meant by using particle swarm optimization. As stressed in [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , formulating a Newton-based method for solving a power flow in a microgrid presents three problems:
• Frequency, though common for the whole system, is not kept constant.
• The need of a swing bus.
• Voltage level may vary in the sources.
These constraints pose an interesting challenge for microgrids structures, since islanding and emergency conditions may take place. This paper proposes a methodology to deal with this problem. In this sense, the frequency and voltage level may vary. Thus, the proposed methodology may handle a range of different operating conditions, which include droop parameters adjustments and climatic variations which affect wind and solar availability. After that, a continuation method is proposed by incorporating this power flow program. For this sake, besides the reactive power limits, other constraints are considered, making the formulation more adequate to microgrids. The idea is tested in a real system with 115 nodes and 118 branches.
Control Schemes in Microgrids
The microgrid employed here is an active power system in which the distributed energy resources are coupled only electronically, so its complexities are explored. As shown in Fig. 1 ., the generating devices include intermittent energy sources (such as solar panels and wind generators) and dispatchable energy sources (such as microturbines). They are connected to the grid by an inverter-based interface. This paper assumes the two possible control strategies for the operation of the inverters:
Fig 1 General diagram of a microgrid with electronically-coupled renewable energy sources

-
PQ mode control for the intermittent energy sources, which means that the inverters provide a pre-specified amount of active and reactive power. 
where w is the frequency obtained for a load P, whereas w * is the frequency at no load. In addition, m is the share of active power generation taken by the inverter. Similarly, V is the voltage level obtained for a generation Q, whereas V * is the voltage level at no load condition and n is the share of reactive power of the inverter.
Reference [8] proposes an enhanced droop control method that captures the system dynamics, so the time response is explicitly considered. This makes the microgrids operate close to real systems. However, it is obtained at the cost of strong connection with a bigger system. In order to exploit the possibilities of an islanded microgrid, such a control is not considered in this paper. Thus, this paper focuses on analysing the effects of voltage and frequency drops along a load pattern variation. As for droop method, the slope of the lines in Fig. 2 determines the share of the unit with respect to total generation. In this sense, the greater the slope of one unit in relation to the nominal slope, the smaller the share of that unit. Further explanation on sharing capacity is found in [12] .
Power Flow in Isolated Microgrids
Power flow studies are conducted for planning and operating scenarios of power systems with the aim of studying a system operating condition. Generally, Newton´s method is used for this purpose, with the help of the equations:
where t is the ratio between the transformer taps t i and t k at the transmission lines, B sik is the transmission line susceptance, G ik , B ik and Y ik are the elements of the admittance of branch ik, and α is the angle between B and G. Equations (2) and (3) are widely known, but they are reproduced here in order to help the reader understand the approach proposed in this paper.
Linearizing the above equations provides the Jacobian J:
Equation (4) contains the partial derivatives of the active power equations of all buses, but one, with respect to the phase angle and voltage magnitude. The bus excluded from the formulation is the slack (or swing) bus, whose phase angle is the system reference and is responsible for supplying the system´s loss.
The linearization of the reactive power equations takes place for all load buses. In this sense, the generators and synchronous condensers do not have their equations considered in (4). This is because their voltage level is fixed and the reactive power generated is determined after the iterative process of (4) is over. Hence, the reactive power generated is the price paid to keep the voltage magnitude at a specified level. For basic concepts on power flow calculations, the reader is referred to [31] .
Unlike transmission systems, microgrids are subject to small frequency and voltage level deviations, as shown in (1). It imposes a complexity to power flow computation as shown in (4). This paper proposes a novel approach for power flow calculation which takes into account the droop coefficients. Newton´s
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method is employed, despite the fact that voltage and frequency levels vary. This is done according to the following steps:
1. The active power generation at every source is calculated according to the m coefficient of (1).
As usual, the frequency at no load is common for all droop-controlled inverters [13] , [14] . In this sense, the total load is distributed among the generation sources with the pre-determined m coefficients. This includes the swing bus, whose share in the load demand is determined by its coefficient m. The initial guess for voltage level and phase angle for PQ buses is also considered at this stage.
2.
The mismatch from the power flow is calculated. If the error is less than the specified tolerance, stop. Otherwise, go to step (3).
3.
Calculate the system´s Jacobian shown in (4) and update the variables.
The variables are updated as:
where ∆V and ∆θ are obtained from (4).
4.
The reactive power generated by each source is calculated and the voltage level V is updated as shown in (1). Return to Step 2.
When applying Newton´s method, a slack bus is considered. Such a bus is the one responsible for supplying the system active power losses (the reactive power losses are shared by all the sources).
Besides, its phase angle is the reference, so all the phase angles are calculated with respect to it. The methodology proposed here also considers the slack bus as the reference. Its active power generation is determined in two steps:
1. The system frequency is determined by (1) after the solution is obtained. This is obtained by applying (1) to any source, but the slack bus, since the system frequency is only one for the whole system. Then, the active power generated by the slack bus is also calculated, just like an ordinary power flow. Hence, the system frequency is not dependent on the swing bus.
2.
Once the frequency is obtained, (1) is applied for the swing bus. This updates the m coefficient of the slack bus, since this is responsible for the system´s loss.
It is important to mention that the proposed methodology has been compared with the algorithm described in [27] . When the same initial conditions are considered, the results are the same, rendering both 7 methodologies as suitable for this kind of study. These results have also been compared with the ones obtained in [32] when the droop parameters are incorporated into the program. Once again, the same output is observed.
An additional advantage of the proposed method regards the fact that it may be easily incorporated into an ordinary power flow program. Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of the proposed algorithm. 
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In general, the convergence is obtained in seven iterations for each flow. Because the continuation method migrates from one equilibrium point to another, the Newton´s method tends to converge easily.
Convergence problems are expected when the system approaches a bifurcation point, but special features avoid that. This, however, is not a particular problem for microgrids. Rather than that, it has been reported to gridded power systems. Next section describes some open challenges regarding voltage collapse in microgrids. These challenges have been addressed by the novel methodology proposed in this paper, so it may handle a wide range of operational complexities of microgrids.
Voltage Collapse in Microgrids
Voltage collapse became a source of concern in the last thirty years. The problem is either caused by the transmission lines constraints or lack of reactive power. This problem may become even worse for microgrids, because of its control limitations. In this case, voltage level and frequency drops may deteriorate even further the system operating conditions, driving a system to voltage or dynamic instability. When studying voltage collapse one is particularly interested in the system load margin calculation and the system critical area identification. The continuation method may be effectively employed for this purpose, especially because of its robustness and accuracy [19, 20] . This section presents the continuation method applied to microgrids. First, the general concepts of the continuation method are shown.
Continuation methods may be used to monitor the system equilibria up to a bifurcation point is found.
The following system model applies:
where x represents the state variables and λ is a system parameter. When dealing with voltage security studies, load margin calculation plays an important role. The idea is, from an operating point, a parameter variation drives the system from one equilibrium point to another, up to a bifurcation point is encountered. Such a method is based on two steps:
1.
Predictor step, which defines a direction for load and generation increase. Tangent vector may be used for this purpose [20] . Such vector comes from the power flow equations and is given by:
where J denotes the power flow Jacobian, λ is the system loading/generation level, and P o and Q o are vectors of the net active and reactive powers injected into each bus. TV is the acronym for tangent vector.
The predictor step is given by:
where ||.|| stands for the Euclidean norm. The actual solution is obtained at each loading level with the help of the corrector algorithm.
2. Corrector step, obtained here by considering the predictor step results as the initial guess in a conventional power flow. In general, the corrector algorithm converges rapidly to the desired operating point.
Applying the method above for microgrids is straightforward if the power flow proposed in Section 3 is employed. However, some challenges must be addressed when dealing with microgrids:
-Renewable sources must be carefully considered. This is because they are intermittent and cannot vary their generation as usually considered for dispatchable machines.
-Adjusting the droop parameters also plays a role in this process, since they are responsible for determining the generation share among the units.
-For connected mode, it is important to assess the effects of local generation, since the microgrid may export energy to the grid. The outage of some units may change this operating condition, affecting the losses and the determination of the critical buses of the system.
-For islanded mode, special considerations are incorporated into the methodology. Thus, besides under voltage level and proximity to a saddle-node, other criteria like under frequency and limitation in the droop parameters are considered in the stopping criteria.
-Because microgrids may not have enough generation to sustain a load increase, load shedding may take place in order to face this restriction. 
Test Results
Methodology
The tests carried out in this paper aim to show the potentiality of the proposed methodology. The tests are It is important to mention that, for the above cases, the computational process is stalled when a bifurcation point is encountered or one of the stopping criteria adopted in [20] is triggered.
As an extension of the last step, active power generation at the sources and under voltage level limits are observed. This may create a lower load margin for the system. However, this is in connection with real conditions faced by microgrids.
All the cases analysed take the reactive power limits at the sources into account.
3-Then, the effects of the coefficients m and n used in the droop-controlled inverters are analysed.
The ideas proposed in Section 2 and 3 are then tested. For this sake, the system depicted in Appendix A is employed. It has 155 nodes, 118 branches, 2 photovoltaic sources, 3 wind generators and 8 power plants of dispatchable generation. It is important to mention that each of these plants is actually composed by a Page 10 of 28
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IET Renewable Power Generation set of ten small units connected to an inverter. Each inverter has a 6 MW or 3 MW capacity and is controlled by the droop method. Therefore, the system is not connected to any huge synchronous machine. The total load stands for 1.78+j0.72 pu calculated over the base 100 MVA. Such a base is considered as common for all the studies. Because of the inverter mode considered, the intermittent photovoltaic and wind generators provide a pre-specified value of active and reactive power. Table 1 summarizes the capacity of each intermittent energy source. In addition, Table 2 shows the capacity of the dispatchable energy sources.
As for the system employed, it is chosen because it presents some complexities important to be analysed. This is, in fact, a large microgrid with high power generation and consumption [15] , [18] . According to this low R/X ratio is considered in this study. However, the methodology proposed here is valid for small microgrids with high R/X, since a rotation in the axis may change this ratio, as explored in [32] . Because of this, a constant power model is adopted here. Fig. 4 depicts the active power-voltage (PV) curves of the critical buses identified above. As for the plots depicted in Fig. 4 to Fig. 7 , one should note that load/generation variation considered in this paper follows the pattern:
Base case results and discussion
where λ is as defined in (6). In this sense, the term "Loading" in the abscissa corresponds to (1 + ∆λ) in (9).
Fig. 4 PV curve with no restrictions
From Fig. 4 one can see that the system collapses at 2.24 p.u of load increase, rendering a total load about 3.98 + j1.61 p.u. Note, however, that the system is subject to unbearable voltage levels, rendering the results as unrealistic for operating purposes. This is mitigated by imposing a lower voltage level at the load buses, yielding the results depicted in Fig. 5 . Note that the imposed restrictions change the critical buses compared with the ones depicted in Fig. 4 . The process is set to stop if voltage level goes below 0.85 p.u. This kind of behaviour is widely known from the literature [19, 20] . This is shown here as a step of the proposed methodology, since this is still a non-operable voltage level, acceptable only for emergency conditions. The methodology, however, may incorporate any voltage level as a trigger to stall the load increase process. Note from Fig. 5 that the system load margin is reduced (around 99%) as a lower voltage level bound is imposed. In this case, no bifurcation point is observed.
Fig. 5 PV curves considering voltage limitations
This study may be further enhanced by considering the active power limitation from the sources, as shown in Table 2 . This consideration enables one to obtain Fig. 6 . Such limitation makes the results even worse. Unlike the first case, when a load increase about 123% was observed, this time the system may sustain a 93% of load increase, which implies a large reduction in the load margin in comparison with the results depicted in Fig. 4 .
Fig. 6 PV curve with voltage level and active power generation constraints
The frequency variation may be monitored along the load increase pattern by applying (1). The result is displayed in Fig. 7 , obtained under the same conditions as those applied to generate Fig. 6 . It is important to note that (1) is associated to each inverter considered. Because, however, the system has only one frequency, Fig. 7 depicts the unified behaviour of the system frequency. Note that from the base case, the 14 frequency is already smaller than 50 Hz. As the system is further loaded and the inverters are demanded to supply more power, the frequency is further reduced beyond the lower limit of 49.5 Hz. Note
Fig. 7 Frequency variation as a function of load increase
that a deviation around 0.6Hz is observed. For emergency conditions this may be acceptable. Note, however, that normally a maximum deviation of 0.5 Hz is allowed. This may be considered as another stopping criterion in the continuation process, rendering a system load margin around 1.5 p.u., even smaller than the one depicted in Fig. 6 .
Impact of disconnecting the intermittent sources
The results described above are obtained when the intermittent sources operate at their maximum values.
These results may worsen if the sources are assumed as out of operation, which is executed next.
The critical buses and the load margin are computed for this condition. The critical buses are displayed in Table 3 , whereas the PV curves of some of them are depicted in Fig. 8 . 
Fig. 8 PV curves with no intermittent generation
Note that removing the intermittent sources changes some of the critical buses at the point of collapse and reduces slightly the system load margin. This is an important feature to be considered in microgrids, since the availability of the intermittent sources depends on the weather conditions. In this test, undervoltage level stopped the process before underfrequency was detected.
Effects of m and n variations
The results discussed above are obtained by considering the coefficients m and n for the base case.
Sensitivity with respect to these parameters is now tested. In this case, four different test conditions are considered as displayed in Appendix B. Then, the critical buses are evaluated at the base case and at the voltage collapse point, after the continuation method is executed. The results are shown in Table 4 .
The idea in the tests depicted in Table 4 is to analyse how the output of each inverter affects the voltage profile and the system load margin. In this sense, the standard case is obtained when the coefficients m and n are the same for all the generating inverters. Because we focus on critical buses identification, frequency deviation and voltage level are considered as stopping criteria and play a crucial role in the process. Therefore, they are monitored as the system is loaded and justify the differences in the load margin obtained in the tests. Test 1 is done by increasing the coefficient n and keeping m as in the base case. Test 2 is a variation of Test 1, since some coefficients n are kept the same as in the base case, but five of them are dramatically increased. The expected effect of this increment is a reduction in the 
Conclusions
This paper dealt with the problem of voltage collapse in microgrids. For this purpose, a Newton-based power flow method has been proposed, so some shortcomings of its applications in microgrids are overcome. The proposed methodology enables one to calculate a power flow with frequency and voltage deviations whereas incorporating the concept of a swing bus for this kind of systems. Renewable sources are also considered and the proposed methodology may handle both the connected and islanding modes of operation. Then, a continuation method is proposed by considering this power flow. For this sake, special attention is paid to the renewable sources, since they cannot vary their generation as considered to the dispatchable units. This paper investigated the role of the droop parameters, but a further important topic of study is the search of optimal values of these parameters. The presented results pertain to a practical system and show the proposed method to be effective for load margin calculation with several constraints. 
